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Princess Hair
Introduces useful equipment and techniques and shows how to create braids, ponytails, knots, twists, and other styles for long hair

The Big Book of Braiding
Hand Art - a trace and colour Handbook! Trace round your hand in the shape you wish to draw, colour & decorate the shape into a turkey, peacock, bunny,
snail or whatever your imagination takes you too. A how-to-draw book of child inspired, handmade artwork! Includes: 9 Crayons Pom-poms Googly eyes
& Glue

If Mother Braids a Waterfall
Provides step-by-step instructions for creating a variety of hairstyles for any occasion and offers helpful hints and a list of essential supplies.

The Braid Book
BEAUTIFUL BRAIDS FOR ANY OCCASION Your hair is your best accessory. Learn how to dress it up with these creative, exciting styles! • Looped
Accent Braid • Pull-Through Ponytail • Corset Braid • Four-Strand Braid • Mixed Crown Braid • Uneven Center Braid • And more!

Hairstyled
This essential resource for little girls and their parents features 50 fun styles to wear to school, parties, and playdates. Each style is accompanied by chic
photography, easy-to-follow illustrations, and cross-references to other similar styles to try. This comprehensive guide also includes tips for junior hair care
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and advice on accessories such as clips and ribbons. From a Minnie Mouse bun for a themed birthday party to a French braid perfect for trampolining with
friends, Braids & Buns, Ponies & Pigtails includes all the information parents need to create pretty styles any little girl will love.

I Love My Hair
A book of instructions for creating a variety of different hair styles.

Wheel Away!
In this compelling, emotionally engaging novel set in 1880, a half-Chinese girl and her white father try to make a home in Dakota Territory, in the face of
racism and resistance.

The Monkey's Whiskers
Braiding Manes and Tails
Nick Gentry, the most seductive and dangerous man in England, has been sent to find Charlotte Howard, a runaway bride who has disappeared without a
trace. But when he finds her, Nick is stunned by the intensity of his attraction to the elusive young woman whose adventurous spirit matches his own.
Determined to escape a forced marriage to a man who will destroy her, Charlotte agrees to an audacious bargain . . . she will become Nick Gentry's bride.
But soon she discovers that Nick has secrets of his own, and it will take all her wits and stubborn will to tame his tormented soul. In the desperate quest to
protect Charlotte from the diabolical aristocrat who threatens her, one thing becomes clear: To save the woman he loves, Nick will take any risk . . . and pay
any price.

Easy Braids, Barrettes and Bows
Girls with natural black hair are celebrated in this bright, joyful read-together picture book that will have kids everywhere chanting the book's chorus: "I
love being me!" Full 'fro, cute bow! I love being me! Smart girl, cool curls! I love being me! Girls will love seeing strong, happy reflections of themselves
in this vibrant, rhythmic picture book celebrating the diversity of beautiful black hair. From a cute crop to pom-pom puffs, adorable illustrations of girls
with gorgeous braids, blowouts, and bantus grace each page, side by side with a positive message that will make girls cheer. It's a great read-aloud to
promote self-esteem for girls of all ages, building and growing the foundation of self-love (and hair love!) and letting every girl know "You are made
beautiful!" "A book that pays homage to the versatility of black hair. . . . Fun to read aloud."--Kirkus And look for Cool Cuts too--an inspiring and positive
hair book for boys!
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The Manual of Braiding
A stunning visual collection of more than fifty different braided hair styles, with detailed instructions and helpful photographs that show how to create
them. From the big screen to the runway to the red carpet, braided hairstyles have never been more popular than they are today. Whether you want to sport
gorgeous, complex twists, pull back your hair for workouts or the big game, or dress up for a wedding or formal event, The Big Book of Braiding has all the
looks and instructions to inspire and show you how. Created with the renowned hair stylists at Björn Axén, the largest hairdressing academy in Sweden, this
deluxe compendium teaches you how to create a diversity of styles, from a Dutch braid and fishtail, to a feather braid and ladder, to modern twists on such
classics as the French braid and the side braid. Complete with simple, detailed directions and step-by-step full-color photographs, The Big Book of Braiding
takes you from start to finish with everything you need to know—from the basics to more advanced styles, for a variety of hair lengths and types. With this
easy-to-use guide, you can create hair magic with a few fabulous twists!

Hair Romance
The Thief Lord
Provides instructions for making a variety of braids, ponytails, and similar styles for long hair, and suggests how to make scrunchies, barrettes, and other
ornaments for the hair.

Braids and Bows
A runaway wheel takes a bouncy, bumpy, noisy journey through town.

Cozy's Complete Guide to Girls' Hair
Presents a comprehensive guide to maintaining and styling hair for girls, including guidelines for identifying hair type, instructions on hair maintenance and
products, and tips for hair styles and cuts.

Braids, Buns, and Twists!
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO GORGEOUSLY BRAIDED HAIR, FROM ELEGANT WEDDING STYLES TO FUN WEEKEND 'DOS Whether you’re
running errands, going out on the town or walking down the aisle, the fashionable braids in this book will give you the perfect look for every occasion. Just
follow the simple instructions and step-by-step photos to quickly master gorgeous new looks, including: • Fabulous Fishtails • Elegant Updos • Beautiful
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Buns • Classy Crowns • Knockout Knots • Head-Turning ’Tails

Twist Me Pretty Braids
Braids & Bows
Princesses with curls wear pearls. Princesses with head wraps take long naps. And princesses with teeny-weeny Afros wear teeny-weeny bows. Celebrate
different hair shapes, textures, and styles in this self-affirming picture book! From dreadlocks to blowouts to braids, Princess Hair shines a spotlight on the
beauty and diversity of black hair, showing young readers that every kind of hair is princess hair. Debut author-illustrator Sharee Miller encourages
confidence and pride in this playful, colorful picture book that teaches readers to love every bit of themselves.

Braids and Bows for Kids
How to create 82 fabulous hairstyles with step-by-step tutorials for every style.

Happy Hair
The art of thread-wrapping hair braids has never been shown off more clearly, with more fun, or more beautifully than here. The kit includes: 30-pp
instruction book, 10 colours of embroidery thread, assorted glass beads and charms.

SalonOvations' Braids & Updo's Made Easy
The mischievous monkey demands the barber shave off his whiskers and then, unhappy with the way he looks, demands they be put back on.

The New Braiding Handbook
Clear directions and step-by-step illustrations complete with color photos make these projects easy for moms, dads, grandparents, even for kids.

Hair Wraps
Easy instructions and step-by-step photos of various do-it-yourself braids show how to prep your hair, master traditional techniques and enhance your look
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with fun accessories. Original.

Hair Braiding Kit
Classic styles and braids designed for teens and beyond. A gorgeous feast of photography and fashion.

Braids, Bows & Bands
For fans of Johanna Basford's Secret Garden and Enchanted Forest comes a hip, gorgeous doodle coloring book about all things hair. Unlike other adult
coloring books, which depict nature scenes and cityscapes, this title celebrates strong, confident women with a passion for style, design, and fashion. Revel
in the mesmerizing patterns and intricate details of Andrea Pippins's delicate pen-and-ink illustrations, ready for you to color, complete, and embellish. Lose
yourself in page after page of bold hairstyles and accessories, from rows of braids, to Mohawks, to sweeping updos, to cascades of ribbons and beads. Be
transported to another world as you ink in Medusa's slithering coiffure, Cleopatra's elaborate headdress, and Marie Antoinette's towering bouffant. Perfect
for experienced color-inners and newcomers alike. Coloring enthusiasts of all ages will love this empowering and stylish book. So go ahead--let your hair
down, grab some pens or pencils, and add some color to your life. "Pippins's imaginative images will inspire your inner artist and fashionista." --The
Huffington Post "The girl power stress-reliever we all needed." --Bustle

Hair
This book contains over 40 fashionable hairstyles each with step-by-step picture instructions. With the book comes a password to view the how-to videos.
There are also pages of haircare tips, how to grow out healthy hair and how to keep healthy hair.

Beads and Braids
Little Aryn just loves her beads and braids. She has beads of all shapes and colors. Wearing these hairstyles are a rite of passage for a lot of little AfricanAmerican girls. Beads & Braids is a colorful, magical, heart-warming story about the courage little Aryn has while journeying through cancer and
discovering true beauty and magic in the absence of her hair. An empowering ode to children everywhere to embrace your beauty within. This is the perfect
gift for mothers and daughters, children experiencing illness, baby showers, and birthdays.This book is EXACTLY what any child's at-home, school, and
neighborhood library is missing. Young Aryn wants each and every kid to know that with or without hair, you too can find and love the beauty that shines
from inside your heart.

Prairie Lotus
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Give your horse a gorgeous look! Charni Lewis provides step-by-step instructions for 30 mane and tail braids for both casual outings and specialized events
of all riding styles. Full-color photographs and detailed illustrations bring every twist and turn to life, while also clearly demonstrating proper hand
positioning. Get inspired and experiment with a Scalloped mane braid or a Four-Strand Weave for the tail. Not only will your horse look great, the time you
spend braiding will help develop that special bond between you and your horse.

The Hair Book
Top knots, Heidi braids, French twists, oh my! Chic hair is all the rage from the runways to the blogs to the city streets. This book pulls together 80 classic
and contemporary styles and provides step-by-step tutorials for each one. Trendsetters from teens to professionals will love mixing up the looks for parties,
the office, a casual beach day, or an elegant night out. Simple how-to illustrations take the guesswork out of styling, while glossy fashion photographs
demonstrate how to tailor and accessorize each 'do. With advice for different hair types and lengths plus product tips and fun variations, Braids, Buns, and
Twists! is the must-have beauty resource for showstopping hair.

The Super Cute Book of Kawaii
Dayna Patterson has produced a book obsessed with motherhood and daughterhood, ancestry, and transition--of home, family, faith, and the narratives
woven to uphold the Self. In her debut collection of poetry and lyric essay, Patterson grapples with a patriarchal and polygamous heritage. After learning
about her mother's bisexuality, Patterson befriends doubt while simultaneously feeling the urge to unearth a feminist theology, one that envisions God the
Mother taking pride in her place at the banquet table.

DIY Braids
Offers instructions for creating a variety of braids, pony tails, and hairdos using beads, ribbons, scrunchies, and other decorative items.

Braids & Bows
Live a bright, fun, rainbow-filled life with Kawaii! The Japanese word Kawaii means lovable or adorable. Welcoming a little kawaii into your life is like
opening the window and letting a sparkling sunbeam in. Whenever you feel a little low turn to this squishy, padded-covered book. Find fun ideas to: make a
cosy kawaii home; playful, confidence boosting styling and beauty tips; and recipes that will make your smile. This book includes 10 easy how-to projects
to bring kawaii into your life. Here, you'll also find a host of very special kawaii mascots that will always be ready to give you a hug when you need one:
The Octonauts, Smiling Bear, Hello Kitty, Gudetama, Molang, Ricemonsters, Miffy the Rabbit, the Moomins, Donutella, Unicorno, Moofia and Pusheen.
Escape into the magical world of kawaii
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Klutz Hair 6cp W/display
Spruce up any outfit with your best accessory—your hair! You don’t need to be a professional to get show-stopping hair. Hairstyled presents 75 deceptively
simple techniques for creating your favorite high-fashion hairstyles. Dress up your everyday look with a ballerina bun or accessorize with a scarf bow. Turn
heads at special occasions with the woven crown braid or a regal bouffant. Each style has how-to photographs that are easy to follow, and chapters
dedicated to a variety of hair lengths and textures help you update your look whether you have a pixie cut or long, curly tresses. With product tips and
countless ideas for accessorizing your ’do and inventive variations on classic styles, Hairstyled is your guide to getting gorgeous hair every day.

Braids, Beads and Bows
Gravity's Rainbow
Ever lusted for a cool braid style, but just can't figure out how? Thanks to The Braid Book, now you can! Sarah Hiscox and Willa Burton, founders of
London's hip The Braid Bar, show you how to style both simple and intricate braids in your own hair or a friend's, using clear, easy-to-follow directions and
plenty of photos. The up-to-the-minute designs include braids from a plaited halo or an elaborate fishtail to a Cara Delevingne-inspired braid. You'll get
ideas to adorn your hair with clips, pompoms, and bands, as well as other stylish tools such as hair chalk and glitter. There are secret tips, tricks, and advice
on caring for your braids, as well as answers to frequently asked questions, to ensure you can get your braid on.

Worth Any Price
Winner of the 1974 National Book Award “A screaming comes across the sky. . .” A few months after the Germans’ secret V-2 rocket bombs begin falling
on London, British Intelligence discovers that a map of the city pinpointing the sexual conquests of one Lieutenant Tyrone Slothrop, U.S. Army,
corresponds identically to a map showing the V-2 impact sites. The implications of this discovery will launch Slothrop on an amazing journey across wartorn Europe, fleeing an international cabal of military-industrial superpowers, in search of the mysterious Rocket 00000, through a wildly comic
extravaganza that has been hailed in The New Republic as “the most profound and accomplished American novel since the end of World War II.”

Fabulous Teen Hairstyles
Amid the crumbling splendour of wintertime Venice, two orphans are on the run. The mysterious Thief Lord offers shelter, but a terrible danger is gathering
force

Hand Art
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A beautifully photographed instructional book of braiding and hair styles for girls up to thirteen years old. Includes complete directions for making your
own barrettes and hair ornaments with the goodies provided.

Braids & Buns, Ponies & Pigtails
As part of the trusted Care & Keeping of You book series, this title teaches you how to keep your hair healthy. It includes customized hair-care tips for
every type of hair. Curly, straight, thick, textured - this book teaches you how to love whichever type of hair happens to be on your head. You'll learn how
to get the cut you want, and how to create styles on your own, too. Plus, you'll be inspired to try up to 15 different hairstyles with the step-by-step
instructions that get you started!

The Ultimate Hairstyle Handbook
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